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Email Deliverability



• There is a key distinction between delivery 
and deliverability.

• Email Delivery measures how often your 
emails are successfully delivered to an 
email service provider’s servers (think: 
Gmail, Yahoo, etc.).

• Email Deliverability is a measure of your 
ability to deliver emails to your subscribers’ 
inboxes.

• You need to master delivery & deliverability 
in order to maintain a healthy email 
marketing program.

EMAIL DELIVERY VS.  
DELIVERABILITY



• Email Service Providers (ESPs) monitor the 
performance of those who send mail to 
their servers.

o They use that data to assign sender 
scores which impact whether or not a 
message is delivered to a recipient’s 
inbox (rather than the spam, promotions 
or some other folder).

• If emails do not make it in front of 
subscribers the success of any marketing 
or fundraising effort is severely diminished.

o Email continues to generate huge ROI 
for marketers – but only if their 
messages are actually delivered and 
read!

WHY SHOULD I CARE?



• Email delivery rates can vary widely, but in general a good email delivery 
rate is greater than 95%

• The bounce rate (including both hard and soft bounce) should never be 
higher than 3%

• A good benchmark for nonprofit email unsubscribe rate is approximately 
0.18%.

o Too much higher could lead to deliverability problems.

o Too much lower may indicate that you already have a deliverability 
problem.

CURRENT STATE OF EMAIL DELIVERY



A lot! But some key factors are:

• List hygiene
o Are you sending messages to only “good” email addresses?

• Domain & IP address authentication
o Lets email service providers know that you are a reputable sender.

• Sender reputation
o Does the ESP think that you are sending high-quality and engaging 

messages to their users?

WHAT AFFECTS MY 
DELIVERABILITY SCORE?



There is no single score that measures your sender reputation across all 
email providers.

• However, there are some 3rd party tools that can be used to track your 
reputation. But, remember, no one tool or report will tell the whole story!

o SenderScore.org

o Google Postmaster Tools

o Microsoft SNDS

Your emailing platform may also provide sender reputation services.

HOW DO I FIND OUT MY 
DELIVERABILITY SCORE?



Chesapeake Bay Foundation’s Story



• Founded in 1967, the Chesapeake Bay 
Foundation is the largest independent 
conservation organization dedicated solely 
to saving the Bay.

• CBF has been sending fundraising and 
marketing emails to their subscriber list for 
more than 15 years.

• Over that time they have created a robust 
email program with an excellent cadence 
of fundraising, marketing, and advocacy 
emails.

CBF’S STORY



• CBF accidently sent an email to their full 
list without suppressing any of their 
standard suppression and “deadwood” 
groups

• As a result, email delivery rates plummeted 
and bounces spiked

o Hard Bounce Rate of 1.53% and Soft 
Bounce Rate of 5.97%

o Overall delivery rates dropped from 98% 
to 69% the very next day.

CRISIS #1: SENDING 
WITHOUT SUPPRESSIONS



• To prevent continued declines in email stats, CBF invested in creating engagement 
scores for all constituents in their CRM based on past email interactions (# of emails 
opened in last 3 months / 6 months, etc.).

• Those engagement scores were used to create email segments for High 
Engagement, Moderate Engagement, and Low Engagement.

• We then began throttling emails to send to the most responsive people on the list 
first before sending to moderate and low engagement groups.

• This helps boost your sender reputation with ESPs because the high open & click-
through rates indicate that your message is timely, relevant and interesting.

CRISIS #1: IMMEDIATE RESPONSE



• By using email quality scores and 
throttling messages to send to the most 
active subscribers, CBF’s email rates began 
to improve to pre-crisis rates – and 
reached 95% in just a month. 

• And we met our fiscal year-end 
fundraising goal.

• Longer-term processes implemented:

o Email verification/validation with 
NeverBounce.

o Worked with Blackbaud to explore email 
inbox placement and deliverability, 
highlighting the need for a re-
engagement series and tightening our 
inactive file.

SURVIVING CRISIS #1



And then…



• Within a few months, email rates had returned to 
normal when one of CBF’s emails was sent to a spam 
trap.

• What is a spam trap?

• The result was that CBF’s email sender IP address was 
added to a blocked list, and the organization was 
prevented from getting emails to supporters’ inboxes.

CRISIS #2: SPAM TRAP



• Immediately paused the welcome series and isolated all records that could 
have been created in the timeframe of the spam origin in order to review & 
purge them from the file.

• CBF invested in semi-regular email verification to improve the organization’s 
sender reputation.

• Implemented reCaptcha on email signup forms and tightened up their 
inactive lists.

CRISIS #2: IMMEDIATE SOLUTION



Long-term solutions and best practices



• To improve overall list health CBF 
implemented a re-engagement series

• This four-email series has been automated to 
regularly send to people who have just fallen 
into the inactive group

• The series has been successful in getting 
people back on the active list and improving 
the size of the healthy email file

RE-ENGAGEMENT SERIES



• In order to prevent these issues from happening again and to improve overall list 
hygiene CBF regularly reviews all sources of emails to measure engagement:

o Care2

o Facebook

o Events

o Advocacy actions

o Organic website signups

• While email list growth is important for any organization, the quality of emails 
being added to the list is more important that quantity.

REVIEW EMAIL SOURCES & ROI 
OF INVESTMENTS



Summary



• Confirm IP authorization

• Use quality or engagement scores to find your most engaged email recipients and 
throttle sends to those supporters

• Use an email verification service to confirm the validity of email addresses add to 
your list

• Implement recaptcha or double authentication to prevent fraudulent email 
addresses or spam addresses from being added to the list

• Remove deadwood email addresses from your list. If they never open emails why 
send them?

DELIVERY & DELIVERABILITY 
BEST PRACTICES



• Use marketing automation to get (and keep) supporters engaged:

o Welcome series

o Re-engagement series

o Renewal series for donors

• Evaluate sources of new email addresses

o Do the people added engage with emails?

o How quickly do they become inactive or unsubscribe?

• Discuss with leadership the importance of email quality over quantity.

o Everyone wants to grow, but be sure you are investing in high quality subscribers 
who will continue to engage with you over time.

DELIVERY & DELIVERABILITY 
BEST PRACTICES



T E A M A L L E G I A N C E . C O M

THANK YOU!
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